
The rise in the numbers of people access-

ing the Internet using consumer appli-

ances such as mobile phones and TV set-top

boxes is outstripping that of personal com-

puter users. This trend is driven by the acces-

sibility and lower cost of appliances, coupled

with the increasing availability of high-speed

connection via wireless, satellite and cable

links. 

However, today's newspapers are filled with

stories of identity theft and network attacks

by increasingly sophisticated criminals. The

full potential of electronic and mobile com-

merce (e- and m-commerce) will only be

realised if consumers and businesses can be

guaranteed an adequate level of security and

privacy. 

A recent market survey estimated the current

volume of e-commerce in the EU to be worth

€30 billion, of which €20 billion was paid

using card-based products. With the Internet

becoming an even more dominant medium

for electronic transactions, there is a strong

incentive for Europe to promote this combi-

nation of technologies as the way ahead.

Leadership threat

By their very nature, smart cards with

embedded circuitry to store and process data

are highly appropriate to today's models of

business mobility. The latest microcontroller

architectures, controlled by more efficient

operating systems, allow fast execution of

crypto-protocols required for public key

infrastructure (PKI) operations. Together

with new connectivity options, this makes it

possible to set up secure end-to-end channels

with distant web servers, and to support a

wide variety of Internet protocols.

With much more extensive use of second

and third generation mobile communica-

tions devices, European industry will pro-

vide the most widely available Internet

access platforms, while the region has some

of the world's most powerful mobile telecom

operators. All major smart-card players are

also European.

Yet this is no guarantee of success. The card

market experienced its first major downturn

in 2000 to 2002, which resulted in a rational-

isation of the companies involved as well 

as a diversification of product portfolios.

Recovery is underway, with the need for 

new and even more trusted security features

in mobile telecoms and growth expected in

public sector, multimedia and network secu-

rity applications. But new competitors,

notably from the Far East, are entering the

arena — and IT manufacturers are pursuing

non-card-based solutions.

In order to protect and reinforce the compet-

itive position of Europe, several of its leading

names joined forces with SME partners and
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The rise of electronic and

mobile commerce is

accompanied by increasing

concern for the security of

transactions conducted over

the Internet. As a result of the
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project, the foundation has

been laid for the development

of open smart-card hardware

and software platforms that

will provide the protection

necessary to foster the

growth of value-added

services in sectors such as

mobile telecommunications,

banking and pay-TV. 

Open standards  and the

definition of core building

blocks consolidate the

strength of Europe's

competitive position in this

technology growth area.
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a top research institute in the MEDEA+

A302 EsP@ss-IS project. This is regarded as

major cornerstone for all MEDEA+ smart-

card activities. 

Card/service vision

Coordinated by STMicroelectronics, the

partnership spanned the whole card value

chain, from chip manufacture to content

provision and network operation. Its vision

was to provide the smart-card and service

provider/user communities with a generic

equivalent to the traditional IT world's

Windows/Intel platforms.

The prime objective was to deliver the hard-

ware and software to form a basis for open

platforms permitting the development of

secure value-added services in telecoms,

banking, pay-TV, health and other sectors.

A secondary goal was to define basic tech-

nological building blocks supporting high-

speed wireless and contact-less protocols. It

was also seen as essential to exploit the

power of the consortium in winning

acceptance for the project's innovations by

the international standards bodies.

Two generations

The MEDEA+ project was divided in two

phases, corresponding to two successive

platform architecture generations: the first

was an enhancement of existing state-of-

the-art prototypes and is now commer-

cialised by one of the project partners (ST22

Product Family). In the second, long-term

requirements identified in an initial user

survey were integrated into proven intel-

lectual property (IP) blocks developed dur-

ing the first phase. This approach produced

the 'low cost platform' and '.NET smart

card' for web-services access control, plus a

more advanced 'high-end platform' and

'flexible multimedia card' architecture.

Although not fully integrated on silicon,

the flexible multimedia card concept was

presented at several major shows, includ-

ing the November 2004 MEDEA+ Forum in

Paris. Video transfer was demonstrated via

a contact-less interface at up to 1.7 Mbit/s,

with a refresh rate of 21 images/s —

approaching the traditional 25 images/s

film refresh rate — demonstrating high-

speed biometrics-based identification

using secure smart cards. 

And a real embedded .NET smart card was

shown at a number of Microsoft sympo-

siums to be capable of supporting various

authentication schemes allowing ID provi-

sioning on portable devices.

Global dominance

European companies hold some 80% of the

world smart-card market, with well over

half of all the cards in use globally pro-

duced in European smart-card factories.

This market has led to the creation of over

10,000 direct high skilled jobs in Europe

since the early 1990s. But continuous inno-

vation is essential to retain this dominance.

The EsP@ss-Is open smart-card platforms

will stimulate new patterns of collabora-

tion in Europe's card-related industries,

and could encourage creation of start-up

companies to exploit the additional power

and security of the technology. As end-

users, citizens will benefit directly from

developments that will allow an unprece-

dented secure access to new and wide-rang-

ing services.

Knowledge sharing with a number of 

parallel projects during the lifetime of 

the project ensured that maximum value

would be derived from its results.
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